
The road map to master your
Energetic Body

By NATHALIE IMBERT HKORA
& MELANIE OLDHAM

ON  EVERY  LEVEL

We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon

and cared for this land for thousands of years. We acknowledge the

continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal

and Torres Strait Islander people to this country and commit

ourselves to the ongoing journey of reconciliation



The transmission of this knowledge will

take place in Margaret River, 

Western Australia.

 

This very unique program will provide

you with life-changing intellectual and

vibratory knowledge and allow you to

access the complete introspection of

your Energetic Body.

30/09/2023 - 6/10/2023

When and Where?

Healing is a motion meant to awaken your curiosity and make

you happy with what you are leaving behind.

Healing must be deserved. It is a movement driven by

purposeful joy that pulls you closer to your higher self.

Find your healing within the peace of your full radiance.

Time To Awaken!



Firstly taught by Hindu Masters, this development was then instructed

by American and European disciples. 

Recently, due to the increasing energy of our planet and the rising of

humanity's consciousness, it has been authorised to transcribe and

transmit this knowledge to a larger part of the collective. 

New possibilities are within reach by a change of vibratory state which

is happening inside our chakras, meridians and nadis. 

It is time to work on the deepest foundations of your being in order to

live your life fully conscious bringing its ultimate fulfillment by breaking

free from negative attachments and involutive existences present in

your multi-dimensions to then sensing the dimensional worlds from the

infinitely small to the infinitely large and live your 6 senses and beyond.

The Origin.... and Now

How?

"On Every Level"

7 Day Workshop

 

 An intensive and accelerated process of

working on your own dimensions: 

psycho-genealogic and inter-dimensional. 



Born in Africa and currently living in France,

Nathalie has been walking her life path with

the channeling of her Guides, which allowed

her to reach a high level of experience in

kinesiology and osteopathy.

 

Nathalie lives life to the fullest and while

traveling around the world, she has been on a

life mission seeking all the different methods

and treatments available on this planet.

Born in France, Melanie has been living in

Australia for the last 10 years. Passionate

about alternative medicines and the power of

creativity on the neural network, she thrives

through life being a Certified Results Coach

and Art Therapist. 

 

Melanie helps her clients to heal from

traumas, chronic pain and PTSD guiding them

through a unique process of recovery.

Your Hosts

Practitioner

Coordinator



ROAD MAP :
Main and Secondary Chakras

Day 1 Earth Chakra... and my feet: my incarnation

Ankle Chakra: my freedom

Knee Chakra: my relationships

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Day 6

Day 7

Hips Chakra: my sorrow

Root Chakra: my safety

Sacral Chakra: my pleasure

Belly Button Chakra: my being

Spleen and Liver Chakras: to connect

Solar Plexus Chakra: my radiating confidence

Heart Chakra: love

Karmic Heart Chakra: my balance

Under collarbones and 

shoulders chakras: my rejoicing

Elbows, hands and chest Chakras: do and go

Throat Chakra Gorge: my path

Neck Chakra: my truth

Ears, temples and eyes Chakras: my intuition

Yin and Yang Chakras: my unity

Nose and Third eye Chakras: 

my multi-dimensional reality

Coronal Chakra: my connection

8th Chakra: the self

Full program available upon request by email



Thank you!

Expression of interest
& Price list

NATHALIE IMBERT HKORA 

contact@lemulsion.com

+33 (0) 650 367 802

France

MELANIE OLDHAM

melanie.treff@hotmail.com

+61 (0) 458 963 401

Australia

7-day Energetic Body Workshop

6 Nights accommodation

All organic and vegan meals, snacks, and beverages

Gathering at dusk with Bonus activities

AUD 1 750

 

7-day Energetic Body Workshop

All organic and vegan meals, snacks, and beverages

Gathering at dusk with Bonus activities

AUD 1400

 

9-DAY WORKSHOP & RETREAT COMBO

Accommodation included AUD 2000

Accommodation not included AUD 1600

LIMITED SPOTS AVAILABLE

30% deposit is required at the time of booking.

 

https://www.phrasemix.com/examples/a-non-refundable-30-deposit-is-required-at-the-time-of-booki

